
2020 ICPC Asia Jakarta Regional Contest Site Report 

Team “(((i^c)>>2)/p)|c)” 

Background 

The International Collegiate Programming Contest (ICPC) Jakarta Regional Contest was held at 
[???]. 62 teams of three members competed against each other over thirteen problems for 
various prizes. 8 teams representing National University of Singapore (NUS) competed in 
Seminar Room 1 (SR1) of School of Computing, NUS. 

Team Name 

Our team name “(((i^c)>>2)/p)|c)” is quite unreadable to the untrained eye. However, it is a key 
component of the Gosper’s Hack, a bitwise trick involving permutations of k bits among n bits. 

int p=i&-i; int c=i+p; return (((i^c)>>2)/p)|c; 

The variables were renamed to match “ICPC” stylistically. 

The parentheses do not match too. Clarence suspects it’s because of the many compile errors 
their code tends to get just after finishing coding. There is no prescripted pronunciation, it was 
pronounced as “ICPC” in the closing ceremony as suggested by our team. 

SMM Measures 

COVID-19 has been a great concern to many parts of the world. To help enforce distancing 
measures,“workstations” in teams of 3 have been set up in SR1 for each team to reside at and 
stick to, so that intermingling is minimised. Teams work among themselves during training, 
minimising risk of contact between teams. Food is not buffet food, but rather packeted into 
discrete packets so that there is minimal risk. Masks are quite consistently worn except when 
eating food. 

Practice Session 

Our practice session consisted of problems allegedly from past year Jakarta National and 
Regional contests to familiarise contestants with the working environment, DOMJudge. We have 
been training together from 15 to 17 December on Linux using Geany (Me/Gabriel) and Sublime 
Text (Basu) for coding. 

The practice contest also consisted of verifying the camera setups of the participants, since the 
contest had to be held over the internet using Zoom. One coding screen and second 
workstation for reading (but not coding) had to be shared, as well as a front, a back and a “full 
room” camera at the side. 



https://codeforces.com/contest/1252/problem/A A - Copying Homework from ICPC Jakarta 2019 
- Trivial Ad Hoc, for i, output N+1-i 

https://codeforces.com/contest/1252/problem/C C - Even Path from ICPC Jakarta 2019 - just 
support queries “is this range all odd/all even”, which is trivial via prefix sum. 

B - Some simulation problem? I believe it’s https://codeforces.com/gym/102001/problem/D 

D - (Allegedly a past year practice contest problem) A somewhat tricky binary search, with a 
couple of simple corner cases to figure. This was an interactive problem, hence it was believed 
that there was an interactive problem on the contest day. (Spoiler: no such problem.) 

After finishing the questions in 61 minutes in a comfortable first place after taking into account 
penalty time, our team did some benchmarking in the practice contest on problem A. Clarence 
figured that he could squeeze a 1.625e8 prime sieve, while a 1.7e8 prime sieve ran out of time. 
That was the only benchmark conducted. 

Contest 

Strategy 

Read problem. Do the problem. Solve problems in the queue. Keep track of progress. Work 
work work. Check on other teams, maybe. 

Opening 

Our plan was for Clarence to first read and immediately solve problem A, assuming it would be 
a very easy problem. Meanwhile, Gabriel would read questions from B, while Basu would read 
backwards starting from M.  

Clarence started working on problem A. He tried a DP, WA on sample. He tried another DP, but 
couldn’t get the transition. Problem A was not trivial. 

Problem M -- AC by Basu, after seeing MSC++ solved it so quickly. 

E - A quick AC by Basu, giving us a first AC. 

Middlegame 

C - Gabriel figured out the theory; after finding ways to restate the problem, he realised it was a 
simple DP on a tree. He started  

However, while doing question C, Gabriel misclicked and accidentally closed the Zoom window 
on the coding computer. Because of this we had to quickly try to fix the problem. To preserve 
the integrity of the competition, no coding was done during this stage.  

https://codeforces.com/contest/1252/problem/A
https://codeforces.com/contest/1252/problem/C
https://codeforces.com/gym/102001/problem/D


G - Clarence figured out the entire theory [something to do with order of 2 in the multiplicative 
group mod n for cycles of length n] and what needed to be coded. One-shot AC. 

F - Gabriel gave the solution, pretty standard. Basu coded it after some other problem he was 
coding, gave 1 hit AC. Used a simple inversion count and segment tree. 

At this stage, we had in fact solved A, B, and K. Seeing that no teams had solved K, we decided 
to start coding K first, aiming for another first AC on a problem. 

B - Gabriel did the math. Clarence verified the math. Clarence implemented the code. Gabriel 
suggested what to print to debug. It worked on the sample. Result: WA. Bug was due to 
forgetting to declare the factorial array as the long long data type. Result: AC. 

K - Clarence did some early theory about how when K=1 the problem was trivial and when K>=2 
the query only propagated at most 20 layers. Final complete solution was given by basu - no 
need to propagate, we just travel upwards logMAXA times and some other auxiliary data for 
storing data. K=1 is handled differently. Basu coded the question, got a WA. Had some bugs, 
which he fixed and submitted.  

A - Gabriel figured out a plausible O(NΣB) DP and managed to implement it, getting a one-shot 
AC after fixing a few bugs spotted in the code (while testing in the  

Endgame 

I - Clarence obtained some ideas involving DP. Unfortunately, the implementation WA on 
sample. Suspected bug was found after the contest: the histograms of the DP were not correctly 
combined. 

L - Clarence had some geometrical ideas, but couldn’t convert it into a full implementation. 

H - Ultimately a variant of a 3d matching problem, known to be NP-complete. Seeing the 
additional condition of at most 2 nodes from each color connected to the other color, we 
suspected there was a trick to the question, but we did not figure it out.  

J - Basu thought of 3 incorrect solutions but in the end got the idea for gcd of difference of 
consecutive pairs. Gabriel and Basu figured out how to check for the distinct condition using 
another Segment tree. He coded this as well, but again got WA initially. Then figured out the 
bug and ACed 14mins before the end of the contest.  

D - Gabriel previously did some analysis on this problem and suspected it could be coded 
quickly. However, at our decision point, we had only 14 minutes left in the contest and decided 
to risk debugging I. 

Result: Problems MECGFBKAJ solved. Problem I was being debugged. 
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